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Abstract
The ion energy transport due to an ensemble of nonlinear vortices is cal-
culated in the test particle approximation for a strongly turbulent plasma. A
diffusion coefficient proportional to the root of the stationary turbulence level
is obtained.
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Introduction
A number of experimental results on low frequency fluctuation spectra in
plasma thermonuclear devices have indicated that the observed strong fluc-
tuations are due to the development of drift type instabilities in inhomo-
geneous magnetized plasmas.1* 2 In the strongly nonlinear regime one pos-
sible evolution of instability is the formation of localized vortex structures.3
The possible role of vortices in causing anomalous transport of particles and
heat in laboratory experiments^ 4» 5 has stimulated a series of studies of the
properties of the vortices.6"8

One of the most probable candidates for explaining the ion heat transport in
present-day thermonuclear devices is the toroidal ion temperature gradient
driven mode (T|i).9. 10 Tnis is basically an electrostatic mode which is unstable
for large r|i CHi = Ln/Lj). A fluid description, valid for arbitrary en ( =
2 L D / L B ) , has recently been developed for this mode.11 As a result a set of
two coupled nonlinear equations that describe the dynamics of this mode has
been obtained.12 These equations have a stationary nonlinear solution in the
form of a dipolar vortex.8 We will consider strong m mode turbulence as a set
of weakly interacting vortices in the form of a gas. These vortices, in which
particles are trapped, may cause anomalous transport of particles and heat
through mutual collisions. The paper is organized as follows. First we formu-
late the basic equations and give the stationary localized vortex solution. The
spectrum of the vortex turbulence and the corresponding heat conductivity is
the.i obtained in the second part.

Formulation
We consider a nonuniform plasma in a nonuniform magnetic field. We use
slab coordinates with the magnetic field Bo oriented along the Z direction and
the inhomogeneities. In the x direction in the low frequency regime (co « fici,
ion cyclotron frequency) we may use the drift approximation and an
assumption of quasi-neutrality. To lowest order in e = co/£2cj we include the E
x B and diamagnetic drift. To next order we include the polarisation and
stress tensor drifts. Introducing these drifts into the ion equation of
continuity and assuming Boltzmann electrons we obtain

VE-v )(l - p*A) e<{. + { V.e(l + ! ^ i

+ x VCH • VT å * pJ(V.j • V)A c* (1)

—»
Here V ^ is the ion magnet ic drift at the thermal velocity obtained through
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Where V.£ and VE are the diamagnetic and E x B drift velocities, x = Te/Tj, p s =

Cs/iici and $ is the electrostatic potential. We combine Eq. (1) with the energy

equation as derived by Braghinskii where all dissipative effects are neglected.

-» -*
We include all the curvature effects through V • V and V • q. where
-» 5 p
q* = "l mO^ ̂ C"x ̂  is the Righi-Leduc or diamagnetic heat flow. The inclusion

of these effects is very important for obtaining a description valid for arbi-
trary EN. After some manipulations we obtain

(2)

In the derivation of (1) and (2) we have assumed that e «c. "5T" ̂  "

d
and -gj-- co, * cou. These equations are valid for perturbations with space scales

larger than p s . These equations conserve the energy up to the order k2p2. The
energy constant may be written

W - f

—(T-l)-y-T ^ e2 2f 1
u 5 • t ' L ^

Equations (1) and (2) permit a stationary localized solution in the form of a
dipolar vortex It may be written in the form

DR K,(ar)
COS9 f > R (4a)

DR
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where r = (x2+42)1/2, 5 = y-Ut, U is the velocity of the vortex, 0 = arctan(£/x), R
determines the vortex radius and

c[l-Kl+a)T/Te]

The condition for localized solution is

•>0
(U+V..)p2

The relation between a and b is determined by the nonlinear dispersion
equation

K2(aR) J2(bR)
aK,(aR) Wi(bR)

The perturbation of the ion temperature is related to the potential through

T ~ tt T

The vortex structures contain trapped particles that are tied to the stream
lines. During collisions between vortices the stream lines reconnect and
thereby strong anomalous transport in the x (radial) direction may result.

Gas kinetic model for vortices
We will assume that the m mode turbulence is an ensemble of the vortices
whose analytical properties were described in the previous section. The fre-
quency spectrum of the fluctuations depends on the velocity of the vortices
which is coupled to the amplitude. Accordingly larger amplitude vortices give
a broader spectrum in to. It may become considerably broader than in the
weakly nonlinear regime and therefore in better agreement with experiment.
Let us construct a L x L 2 dimensional model in which we have N vortices
randomly distributed similar to gas molecules. Each vortex then represents a
separate degree of freedom of the system. Introducing the distance between

vortices Tin~\J IT an<^ t n e radius R of the vortex we can form the

dimensionless parameter (packing parameter)
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N

where N m a x = L 2 / R 2 is the maximum number of vortices. W e wil l assume
that the energy density W of the perturbation is constant in the time scale o f
interest and that w e have equipartition of energy between the degrees of
freedom (vortices). Denoting the energy of each vortex by E v we have

Where I is a constant. Introducing now the characteristic wave number K -
1/R and the packing parameter (S) we obtain

Here we assume the packing parameter u. to be independent of K.

We now introduce the probability A(N) for the system to be in the N vortex
state and furthermore assume these vortices to have random phases and
positions. We consider a simple model of turbulence dynamics. The vortices
are spontaneously excited with a rate v ex determined by the linear instability
and decay due to mutual collisions after a time I D
. According to our previous ordering we have v c x ~ e. The decay time t o is
given by TD = HnAJ- Then we have

vD = To1 = £L-1N1/2 (7)

In the equilibrium state these two processes should balance each other. We
then have vex = A(N)VQ and the probability of the state is given by

A(N) = v i » L f T 1 / 2 (8)
VD

In order to obtain the k spectrum of the turbulence w e have to know the
spectrum of the vortex solution and to take an ensemble average. Taking into
account that the localization of the vortices in real space corresponds to a
local izat ion in k space we can approximate the Fourier component of the
potential as

4>K - <J> K- (9)

where s is positive and of order 1. We will keep s unspecified for the time
being. W e may now calculate the k spectrum as an e n s e m b l e average.
Taking into account (5) , (6) , (8) and (9) we obtain the ensemble average
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with the result

= const*-1* K°"n (10)

The energy is thus transferred from the region in K space where the vortices
are created to the large K where the dissipative processes become important.

We will now use the spectrum (10) to calculate the ion thermal conductivity.
We assume that due to collisions between vortices the stream lines are
reconnected and particles can move in a random walk process from one
vortex to another and thereby cause anomalous transport.

We will here consider a simple test particle diffusion picture to evaluate the
thermal conductivity. We note that this gives the same result as a calculation
using a fluid model in the incompressible limit.

For the test particle diffusion we have [13]

D= f - ^ L - f <Vk\,>e-im <***>> dcodk (11)
Jo (2K) 3 J

where < > denote ensemble average and k, co is the Fourier component of '+•*.

particle drift velocity.

For a diffusive motion we have

(12)

Combining (11) and (12) and using

Vk,M=Vk8((0) (13)

we obtain

( 2 J I ) 2 J -

where we now consider the thermal conductivity.
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We use Eq. (13) because the vortex structure in a stationary situation has zero
frequency. Assuming that the main drift of the particles is the E x B drift we
finally obtain from (14)

Combining (10) and (15) and taking K as the lower limit of the integration in

(15) we obtain

Xi = const \l'm iTT - vTm tf~m (16)

Here we have used the relation (6) between K and $.

We now have to consider what is the most realistic value of s. This value may
be different under different circumstances. One possible way of obtaining s is
by comparison with experimental or numerical spectra. As an example we
may take the spectrum shown in Fig. 7 of Ref. 12. This corresponds to
<$> ~ k*1-*. A comparison with (10) then gives s = 1.

This corresponds to a thermal conductivity that is proportional to the square
root of the potential of the perturbation. Such a dependence was also ob-
tained in Ref. 5.

Conclusions
We have sho*"n how a formulation of vortex dynamics in a statistical ap-
proach may be used to derive spectra and diffusion coefficients in a strongly
turbulent plasma. The interaction of vortices between themselves and
particles is the source of the anomalous transport. The coefficient of heat
conductivity has a root dependence of the stationary turbulence level which
is in satisfactory agreement with some numerical and experimental results.
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